
XN Derlin Pom Comb 22cms
Read More
SKU: 401490
Categories: Barber Tools, Brush & Combs, Combs,
Hairdressing, The Barber, Tools and Essentials

Product Description

The 22cm Pom Delrin Comb is a versatile, high quality hair styling tool ideal for detangling,
styling and styling hair. Made from Pom Delrin, a durable and hard-wearing material, this comb
offers excellent performance and longevity.

Durable Material: The Pom Delrin Comb is made from a high quality polymer known as
Polyoxymethylene (Pom) Delrin. This material is renowned for its resistance to wear,
chemicals and heat, making it a reliable choice for heavy duty use.
Optimal length and design: With its length of 22 cm, this comb is perfect for versatile use
on all hair types. Its ergonomic and lightweight design facilitates handling and offers
precise control when styling.
Gentle detangling: The wide, wide-spaced teeth of the comb gently detangle hair, reducing
the risk of breakage and damage. It is suitable for wet or dry hair, whether thick, curly or
fine.
Versatility of use: This comb is versatile and suitable for different hairdressing techniques.
Whether you want to straighten, curl, detangle or style your hair, this comb will meet your
needs, giving you precise and professional results.
Easy care: The Pom Delrin comb is chemical resistant and can be cleaned easily in warm
water with mild soap. It retains its shape and performance even after prolonged use.

  The Pom Delrin 22cm comb is the essential accessory for an impeccable and effortless
hairstyle. Its durability, versatility and ability to gently detangle make it an essential tool for
hairdressing professionals as well as everyday home use.
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XN Carbon Comb Antistatic
Coating
Read More
SKU: 401481
Categories: Barber Tools, Brush & Combs, Combs,
Hairdressing, Tools and Essentials

Product Description

These exceptional combs contain a carbon fibre additive that allows them to conduct static
electricity, making them genuinely anti-static.
Strong and flexible.
Heat resistant for styling with a blow-dryer or Straightener.
No sharp edges, rounded tips for professional styling.

AG Colour Blending Comb
Read More
SKU: 31024
Categories: Barber Tools, Combs, Hairdressing,
Special Combs, The Barber, Tools and Essentials

Product Description
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An essential tool, even for the most advanced colorist.?Designed to perfectly blend color
without defined lines.?It can be used for basic root touch-ups or simply to distribute conditioner
through the hair. USE IT FOR: - Root touch-up. - Color fading. - Improve tone and shine. - Apply
color to all hair. - Moisturizing treatments. - Detangle and more.

XN Aluminium Cutting Comb
18cm
Read More
SKU: 401307
Categories: Barber Tools, Combs, Hairdressing

Product Description
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